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General comments: The author gives us impressive work on snow cover variation analysis using more than 60 years meteorological station observation. Huang et al. investigated the snow cover variation characteristics with SD, SCD and snow phenology, and provide detailed spatial and temporal characteristics of snow cover in China since from 1951 to 2018. This manuscript gives a contribution to understanding the snow cover variation in China. Although M-K test which gives a break point indicating snow cover variation trends is interesting method, the authors pay little attentions to conclude and introduce this part work. This manuscript, however needs revision with regards to the organization and presentation of the results. Author’s response: Firstly, on behalf of all authors, we appreciate your careful review and also great comments for this manuscript. Please accept our respect and gratitude to you for your pertinent suggestion and responsible review. Base on your comments, the revised manuscript has made the following changes: 1) The Introduction section was revised based on your comments. Currently various available data for monitoring snow cover observations are referred to, including their advantages and limitation. More literatures focus on snow cover variation in China are cited and discussed. And what issues of snow cover change in China still need to resolve was put forward. 2) We have added more principles description of methods used in the article. Only the climate data in the cold season was re-analyzed in the revised manuscript. We definitely found more interesting results this time. 3) The results of the breakpoint analysis were discussed separately. 4) The structure of the article was re-organized, the results were partially condensed and more discussion has been added in order to explain the mechanisms responsible for the trends of snow cover in China. Include an enhance correlation analysis between climate and snow cover, snow cover spatiotemporal pattern based on EOFs analysis, as well as the oscillation cycle based on Morlet wavelet.

Major Comments: 1. Comments from Referees: As described in introduction “The results indicated that from 1952 to 2010, the overall snow phenology in China reflected a delay of the snow onset date (SOD) and an advancement of the snow end date (SED) (Ke et al., 2016)” (page 3 lines 6-7) this is similar with your finding except the dataset used in this study is longer than Ke. My first question. What’s the different or new finding derived from your analysis results when using the 1951-2018 stations data? Author’s Response: Thank you for the comments. Ke et al. (2016) documented the SCDs and snow penology variation, and the relationship the SCDs with temperature and AO index in China from 1952 to 2010. The overall trend of the SCDs, and snow phenology in the two papers was basically consistent, but the dispute was in the northeast of China. According to the observation results of the stations in this region, both the snow depth and SCDs tended to increase, while the Ke’s paper showed that
the SCDs was decreasing. Secondly, Ke’s paper emphasizes the abnormal year analysis as well as the correlation with the temperature and AO. Our paper is more focus on the snow cover trend and driving factors in the long time series, and the study finds that warming climate in the cold season is the primary driving factor for the variation of snow cover. In addition, from the perspective of climate change, the warming trend of China has slowed down after 2000, in our study, we found that snow cover has undergone a abrupt change since 2000, which is also the biggest finding of this paper.

2. Comments from Referees: M-K test results, which I think it is very good for understanding snow cover variation in China, need more efforts to enhance presentation in Abstract, Conclusion section. As suggested by Reviewer 1#, it needs to give more explanation on M-K test results. Author’s response: Revised as you suggested. The results from M-K were summarized in Abstract and Conclusion section. And more explanation was added to those equations belong to M-K analysis, and a new section for the breakpoint test using M-K was added. Thank you.

3. Comments from Referees: Previous studies found snow cover have significant changes occurring at around 2000. And also, this study using M-K test show the break point is after 2000. You just showed this break point results and do not provide further analysis. Previous study by remote sensing snow depth data has investigated the different variation rate between before and after 2000 (Xiao et al. 2020 and other studies). Further analysis is not mandatory. This suggestion is for reference only. Author’s response: Thank you for the comments. In the revised manuscript, results from M-K were analyzed in detail, not only the snow cover variation but also the temperature and precipitation. Results indicated that the annual mean air temperature in the cold season experienced several oscillations before 1980s, but begun warming persistently after 1980s, and warmed significantly after 1990s, then slowed down after 2000s during the period of 1951 to 2018 in China. Interestingly, the years with positive anomaly of snow depth corresponded perfect with negative anomaly of temperature and negative anomaly of precipitation. Although both temperature and snow depth showed a significant increasing trend, they were not positively correlated, but significantly negatively correlated which tested by Pearson correlation analysis. The study found that the abrupt change of snow cover occurred mainly around 2000. What causes the abrupt change of snow cover needs to be further explained in combination with extreme weather, atmospheric circulation, etc.

4. Comments from Referees: Except that Reviewer 1# suggested potential contribution aspects (point 12), in Xiao et al. (2020) study, he found different variation trends for snow depth and snow cover days in some area of Norther Hemisphere (including China), inverse trend or same trends. One potential contribution idea is that linking the variation trends of different indexes to find different response on climate change background. Xiao et al. (2020) study may give you instruction to exhibit insight variation analysis results of snow cover indexes (SD, SCD : : :) from 1951-2018. Author’s response: Thank you for the comments. In the revised manuscript, an enhance correlation analysis between climate and snow cover, snow cover spatiotemporal pattern based on EOFs analysis, as well as the oscillation cycle based on Morlet wavelet. Our results indicated that the large-scale fluctuation of snow cover must be the result of climate change, and the abnormal events mainly due to the short extreme weather. This study also found that the temperature effect on snow cover is more important than precipitation obviously, and the snow cover varies interannual, the snow depth fluctuates, and changes periodically with the increase of temperature. With climate change, especially climate warming, snow depth, and its phenology will change severely, which will dominate by the temperature rise in the future.

5. Comments from Referees: Actually, the threshold selection of snow depth has effect on SCD or SOD or SED or SDDs variation analysis (Dyer et al., 2006; Notarnicola 2020). In previous studies, many kinds of threshold have been applied to define snow-covered and snow-free, e.g., 0cm, 1 cm, 2cm, 5 cm, 10 cm. In the discussion section, this should be added in your analysis and discussion. Author’s response: We agree with the comments that the threshold selection of snow depth has effect on snow in-
indices variation analysis. Due to the large spatial difference of snow depth in China, especially in Tibetan Plateau, the snow depth is generally shallow (average annual snow depth is less than 5 cm). According to the snow cover observation specifications of stations, in order to effectively compare all stations under a unified framework, a threshold greater than and equal to 1 cm was used in this study when calculate all the snow cover indices. The threshold selection issue may effect on snow variation analysis was added in discussion section. Thank you very much.

Specific comments: Abstract: 1. Comments from Referees: Remove “retrieved” in page 1 line 12. Snow depth is measured in each meteorological station, not be retrieved. Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Snow cover changes over China from 1951 to 2018 are documented based on an analysis of in situ daily snow depth observations from 730 meteorological stations. The snow cover indicators analyzed included snow depth (SD), snow covered days (SCDs), and snow phenology.”

2. Comments from Referees: This term “snow phenology” is not familiar with most of readers. Give a short definition. Author’s response: Defined as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “And the snow duration, onset and end dates in a given year, which are collectively referred to as snow phenology, are becoming increasingly valuable indicators of climate change.”

3. Comments from Referees: Change “higher than 40° N” to “northward of 40° N” in line 17. Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “The significant increases were concentrated at latitudes northward of 40°N, especially in Northeast China.”

4. Comments from Referees: “This result was mainly caused by the postponement of the snow onset date and the advancement of the snow end date.” Please rephrase this statement. As for the reason of the decrease of snow cover duration, it always should be related to precipitation or air temperature or atmospheric circulation, polar sea ice etc. Author’s response: Revised as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Regarding the snow phenology variations, the snow season in China shortened, and 25.2% of the meteorological stations showed significant decreasing trends, jointly resulting from later starting dates and earlier ending dates. The change of snow phenology is mainly caused by warming in the cold season in China.”

5. Comments from Referees: Please add the more description of M-K test results. I think this is very interesting method for snow cover variation analysis and give a novel finding that the break point of snow cover variation is after 2000. Author’s response: Did as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: The M-K test results are summarized as following: “Figure 6 shows the trend of different snow cover indexes changing with time during the period from 1951 to 2018 in China. From the perspective of time variation trend, each snow cover index has its own characteristics over time, which does not change linearly, but shows an increasing or decreasing trend of fluctuation and oscillation. The overall trend of snow depth is increasing, but the change has roughly experienced the process of first increasing, then decreasing, and then increasing again. The trend of SDoverall changes in 1961 and 1997, and increase significantly after 2010. The trend of SDmax changes in 1958 and 2007, however, the overall increase was not significant. SDDs represents the length of the snow season, while SCDs represents the number of days the surface is covered by snow. During the period of 1951 to 2018, the SCDs has experienced three processes of increasing first, then decreasing, and then increasing, with the overall increasing trend but not significant. While the SDDs first increase before 1999 and then decrease, and reduction significantly after 2015, indicating that the shortening of snow season in recent years is a well-established fact. The change of SOD is relatively complex. The SOD experienced several trends of postponing or advancing, and the overall trend was delayed but not significant. SED showed a trend of delay until 1998, but then getting earlier, and advance significantly after 2014. Table 3 summarized the breakpoints of six snow cover indices detected by a moving t test. The results indicate that the spatiotemporal variations in snow cover show obvious regional differences. Specially, there is no significant breakpoint in the Tibetan Plateau. Furthermore, the snow phenology changes in the Tibetan Plateau are greater than those
elsewhere. The abrupt change years of snow cover in different regions were almost different. However, almost all the abrupt change occurred around the 2000s, indicating that snow cover had changed significantly in the 20th century in China since 1951."

6. Comments from Referees: Line 28. Please add a reference for the specific number of snow cover area. Author's response: The introduction section almost rewrote in the revised manuscript. More literatures focus on snow cover variation in China are cited and discussed in introduction section. Thank you for the comments.

7. Comments from Referees: Line 40. Change “the dataset is” to “this dataset is” Author's response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author's changes in manuscript: “However, this dataset is appropriate for only large-scale snow extent studies because of the coarse spatial resolution (24 km), much coarser for the 1967-1998 portion of the record (190.5 km resolution) (Brown & Robinson, 2011).”

8. Comments from Referees: What's the meaning of “the statistical significance of the linear trend is very weak”? Author's response: The meaning of the sentence is the snow cover extent in winter has on trend with significantly. In the revised manuscript, the review of snow cover extent change in Northern Hemisphere was deleted, and paid more focus on China snow. Thank you very much.

9. Comments from Referees: In introduction section, you give more literature review son snow cover area. But, your study does not give snow cover area variation analysis. Recommend to only give short description on this topic. Author's response: Accepted with your suggested. The introduction section in the revised manuscript was more focus on reviewing the snow depth, and snow phenology variation. Thank you. Author's changes in manuscript: “Snow cover represents an essential component of the energy exchange process and hydrological cycle within the global climate system (Euskirchen et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2013). Snow cover has a unique physical attribute of high albedo (Xiao and Che, 2016), which has a positive feedback effect on climate (Tedesco and Miller, 2007). Within the global hydrological cycle, snow cover not only affects the water cycle but also constitutes a highly crucial form of water storage (Am-
tudes in the Northern Hemisphere (Ma et al., 2010). Early satellite observations in the Northern Hemisphere suggested a decline in the snow cover extent (SCE) over the past several decades, with significantly decrease in spring, and arguably, there has been a slight increase or decrease in winter in satellite observations since the late 1980s in the Northern Hemisphere (Brown and Robinson, 2011; Choi et al., 2010; Cohen et al., 2014; Connolly et al., 2019; Mudryk et al., 2020). The pattern of the snow variations in mainland China is quite different from the Northern Hemisphere observations. The annual mean SCE accounts for 27% of the country's total area in winter, in which the remote sensing observations imply that the average annual SCE decreased during winter and summer but increased in spring and fall from 2000 to 2014, however, these trends were not statistically significant (Huang et al., 2016). Driven by decreased temperature and increased precipitation in the snow accumulation season, the snow cover fraction over mainland China showed an increasing trend of 0.29% decade−1 during 1982–2013, which was significant at the 0.05 level (Chen et al., 2016). The warming surface temperature has slowed since approximately the 2000s in China (Zhou et al. 2017), and the snow cover change more remarkable after the 2000s correspondingly (Zhang et al., 2020). However, different regions within China often show different climatic trends (Soon et al. 2018). The response of long-term snow cover variability in China to climate warming trend remains unclear partly in regional and periodical issues. Limited by the coarse spatial resolution from passive microwave remote sensing data and severely cloud obscured from optical remote sensing data, in situ snow observations provide the most reliable dataset for analyzing the changes in snow cover with a high degree of credibility. Moreover, snow parameters are calculated from meteorological station data, which have great advantages in the process of long time series research. However, in situ observations from climate station is insufficient for representing at a regional scale due to spatial discontinuities, irregularities and inhomogeneities in the distribution. Most stations distributed in the flat and open area, and rare distribution in west China, especially the Tibetan Plateau. The stations are lacking in inner and mountain areas in plateau, greatly limits the observation integrity and representation of space. Nevertheless, the sparse station network still provides the long-term of high-quality ground observation data. Snow depth (SD) is a basic and important parameter of snow cover that plays an important role in hydrological applications, numerical weather predictions, climate change research and land surface process simulations. And the snow duration, onset and end dates in a given year, which are collectively referred to as snow phenology, are becoming increasingly valuable indicators of climate change (Ke et al., 2016; Liston et al., 2011). The previous studies analyzed the spatiotemporal variations of the snow cover, including snow cover extent, snow depth and phenology in China based on various observational data in different periods, and explained the causes of the snow cover variation from the perspective of climate change. However, the distribution and variation of snow cover in China is more complicated because of its vast territory, complex topography and diverse climate types. In addition, under the context of warming climate, is the variation of snow depth in China spatially consistent? Dose the snow cover change in regionally and periodically? Is there breakpoint exist for snow cover variation like climate change? The reliable quantitative knowledge of long-term seasonal snow cover and its trend is still lacking. Therefore, we aim to explore the snow cover variations and its pattern in temporal and spatial, as well as the possible cause based on long-term in situ snow depth dataset from 1951 to 2018 retrieved from meteorological stations in China. 

10. Comments from Referees: “Poor accuracy”? I don’t think so. “short observation periods”? According to your introduction, the NOAA snow cover extent data provide a long-term snow dataset (1967-present) “Snow Lab and the binary snow cover mask data derived from the Climate Data Record of the Northern Hemisphere Snow Cover Extent (NHSCE) can provide a long-term snow dataset (1967-present).” In page 1 line 38-39. Please rephrase this sentence. Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Limited by the coarse spatial resolution from passive microwave remote sensing data and severely cloud obscured from optical remote sensing data, in situ snow observations provide the most reliable dataset for analyzing the changes in snow cover with a high degree of credibility. Moreover, snow
parameters are calculated from meteorological station data, which have great advantages in the process of long time series research. However, in situ observations from climate station is insufficient for representing at a regional scale due to spatial discontinuities, irregularities and inhomogeneities in the distribution. Most stations distributed in the flat and open area, and rare distribution in west China, especially the Tibetan Plateau. The stations are lacking in inner and mountain areas in plateau, greatly limits the observation integrity and representation of space. Nevertheless, the sparse station network still provides the long-term of high-quality ground observation data.”

11. Comments from Referees: In this section, you gave so many literature reviews on remote sensing snow cover monitor results, but little on stational observation results. Please reorganize this section statement. Recommend to emphases the stational snow cover analysis results Author’s response: Thank you for the comments. In the revised paper, we have added a section in Discussion, devoted to the analysis of the ground observations from different literature, and compared with the results in this study. In order to avoid duplication, we deleted the review of previous stational observation results. Thank you.

Dataset 12. Comments from Referees: The caption of Figure 1. Please give description on the numbers in parenthesis. Author’s response: Did as you suggested. And Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Figure 1. Geographical locations of meteorological station (proportion of valid yearly records in parentheses) in mainland China. The abbreviations of snow cover areas represent the Tibetan Plateau (TP), northern Xinjiang (NX), and Northeast China (NC).”

13. Comments from Referees: “Snow depth of ground observations is measured manually with a wooden ruler at 8 o’clock every day when the ground in the field of view around the meteorological station is covered by more than half in snow.” It’s a valuable information for understanding snow depth measurement at meteoritical station. Please add a reference. Author’s response: A reference as added you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “China Meteorological Administration. Specifications for surface meteorological observations. China Meteorological Press, Beijing, 61-63, 2003.”

14. Comments from Referees: Page 4 line 19. Remove “...from the analysis in this study.” Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Stations with records spanning less than 10 years were omitted to ensure the reasonableness of the statistical analysis.”

Methodology 15. Comments from Referees: Change the title of Section 2 “dataset and methodology” to “Dataset”. The section 3 title is “Methodology” Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you very much.

16. Comments from Referees: Page 5 line 16. “in the snow cover indices from 1952 to 2012”, is it should be “1951 to 2018”? Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you.

17. Comments from Referees: Page 6 line 2. What’s meaning of “UB”. Author’s response: Changed as you suggested. The meaning of UB is the invert sequence of UF. The explanation of UF and UB were described in the revised paper. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “M-K test can not only check the variation overall trend of the sequence but also specify the breakpoint starts. First, for a time series x with n samples, a sequential column Sk was constructed. Under the assumption of random independence of time series, a sequence of statistic UF was defined. Then, in reverse order according to time series x, the above process was repeated to calculate UB.”

18. Comments from Referees: Page 6 line 3-11. You just list a series of formulas. Actually, I don’t understand what’s UB and UF stand for. Recommend to add more introduction information for Eq. 3 – Eq. 6. Author’s response: More introduction information for equation was added. Thank you. Author’s changes in manuscript: “where Sk is the cumulative count of the number of values at the time i greater than at time j. E(Sk) and var(Sk) are mean and variance values of Sk. UF is the standardized value of S, while UB is obtained by inverting the sequence of UF.”
19. Comments from Referees: Page 6 line 27-29. ". . .assume that latitude, longitude and altitude directly affect precipitation and temperature and thus indirectly affect snow cover, while precipitation and temperature have a direct impact on snow cover" Please give other publications to support. Author's response: The SEM analysis was definitely added little to the paper. After discussion, the authors decided to delete the part of the SEM analysis results. Thank you very much for the comment.

20. Comments from Referees: Which threshold was used in this study to transform snow depth to snow-covered or snow-free? Author's response: Daily snow depth larger than 1 cm were recorded as snow cover; stations with snow depth less than 1 cm were regarded as snow free. The threshold selection due to the large spatial difference of snow depth in China, especially in Tibetan Plateau, the snow depth is generally shallow (average annual snow depth is less than 5 cm). According to the snow cover observation specifications of stations, in order to effectively compare all stations under a unified framework, a threshold greater than and equal to 1cm was used in this study when calculate all the snow cover indices. Thank you for the comment.

Results 21. Comments from Referees: Page 7 line 6: "mean annual SD"? But "annual mean SD" was used in above section. Please modified. Author's response: Modified as you suggested. Annual mean SD were used throughout the revised manuscript. Thank you.

22. Comments from Referees: The legend in Figure 3b. why did not use "< -0.1; -0.05_-0.1; -0.05_0; 0_0.05; 0.05_0.1; > 0.1"? Author's response: Revised based on your suggestion. Thank you. Author's changes in manuscript:

23. Comments from Referees: Section 4.1. page 9 lines 4-13. I think that the results of the M-K trend test (Table 3) are very valuable presentation and it give a great contribution to the snow cover variation study/research. You just offer descriptive information. I suggest that you should provide further explanations to analyze these results. What changes in climate could contribute to this break point. I am looking forward to your further analysis results in this part. Author's response: Thank you for the comments. In the revised paper, we made great efforts on climate change contributing to snow cover variation. Our study found that the long-term trend of snow cover variation is mainly due to warming climate in the cold season, and the short-term anomaly of snow cover is related to extreme weather, such as the abnormal increase of snow depth in negative temperature anomaly. The abrupt change of snow cover occurred mainly around 2000, but the temperature warming gradually slowed down after 2000 in China. We cannot simply conclude that the abrupt change in snow cover around 2000 mainly due to the climate warming slowed down. Cause the distribution and variation of snow cover in China is highly heterogentic, which exhibits obvious regional differences. Mainland China with vast territory, complex topography and diverse climate types. The abrupt change in snow cover should be further start with the reasons that affect the reginal water and heat balance of climate system, especially after 2000. We believe that the main contribution of this paper is to find out the existence of these scientific questions, but the physical mechanism needs further analysis on more related to climate system, such as if the atmospheric circulation has changed after 2000, and if the extreme weather has increased after 2000, etc.

24. Comments from Referees: Similar comments to Section 4.3 (page 13 lines 5-19). Author's response: Accepted the comment as you suggested. Thank you. Author's changes in manuscript:

25. Comments from Referees: Section 4.3 “157th and 256th”. Please give start time (1st January or 1st September) and add the specific time for these two dates, for example 7th (7th January). Author's response: Changed as you suggested. Thank you. Author's changes in manuscript: “Figure 5 shows that the annual mean SODs, SEDs and SDDs are 4th December, 11th March, 99 days, respectively.”

26. Comments from Referees: As suggested by Reviewer 1#, the Result section could be shortened. It's helpful to put more attention on snow cover variation results analysis and the new finding interpretation. From Table 3, I find that almost all indexes (SD, SCD,
SOD, SED and SDD) break point occur in the new century (after 2000s). You can give further analysis on what's the different variation rate before and after break point for these indexes. Author's response: Thank you for the comment. Similar responses as Comments 23.

27. Comments from Referees: Section 4.4 in line 21 page 13. change “annual precipitation” to “annual mean precipitation”. Author's response: Similar responses as Comments 19. The results from SEM were deleted in the revised paper. Thank you very much. Author’s changes in manuscript:

28. Comments from Referees: Page 14 lines 7-12: (Q1): why did the latitude and altitude have different effects on SD_overall and SD_max? “latitude and altitude do no impact SD_overall” but “all factors affect the spatial and temporal distribution of SD_max”. (Q2): according to previous studies, latitude and altitude have a significant effect on SD. Your conclusion is “latitude and altitude do not impact SD_overall”. Please give me more explanations. Author's response: The latitude, longitude and altitude directly affect precipitation and temperature and thus indirectly affect snow cover, while precipitation and temperature have a direct impact on snow cover. However, the geographical factors only effect on sow spatial distribution, not snow temporal variation. The SEM analysis only found that the air temperature is the major control factor for snow depth and snow phenological changes, and precipitation are only effect for snow depth, and its impact is far less than the temperature. We considered that the SEM analysis results was added little to this paper, thus we decided to delete the part of the SEM. Thank you very much for the comment.

Author’s changes in manuscript:

29. Comments from Referees: As we all known, MODIS do not provide SD information. In page 15 line 19-21, “... whereas SD decreased in the north and northwest regions of the Tibetan Plateau from 2000 to 2014 according to MODIS snow products”. Please revised it. Especially, Figure 3 do not have significant change station in northwest of the Tibetan Plateau! Author's response: Sorry for our carelessness in discussion. The wrong sentence was revised. Thank you for the comments. Author’s changes in manuscript: “Huang et al. (2016) also found a significant increasing trend of SD in Northeast China, whereas SD decreased in the north and northwest regions of the Tibetan Plateau from 2000 to 2014. However, there are no stations shows significant change in northwest of the Tibetan Plateau in the long-term period from 1951 to 2018.”
